
 Next meeting will be held on June 12th  2012!
                                                                                                                                                          
Meetings will be held at the VFW in McHenry 
(3002 w IL Rt 120)       the 2nd Tuesday of every 
month 7:30pm - 9:00pm. April -November.

 Remember: Your photos and stories fuel this newsletter! If 
any members know of any potential spoonpluggers that 
might be interested in joining, invite them to a meeting. 
Remember, the more new members the better the 
education!

Please send fish pictures and stories to 
william.spoonplugger.lorch@gmail.com
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   Northern Illinois  Spoonpluggers   

Mike Goessele and son, Hunter, were out on Lake Michigan one day  in May  during a pre-frontal weather condition 
and caught the king and coho salmon pictured above. They launched out of north point and were on the water, 
set-up by  5:30AM  and trolling in 85 feet of water. Headed southeast on the troll, they  picked up 2 kings before the 
3rd rod was set. They had nasty  storms approaching from the west along the state line. It was the most amazing 
lighting show they  had ever seen.   Lightning struck about a mile from the boat. Water actually  exploded from the 
impact of the lightning hitting the water. A metal boat on water was probably  not a good combination but is was a 
risk he was willing to take to get fish in the boat. The winds picked up to about 30 knots from the west and the 
waves were about 3 ft. after the worst of the storm passed them to the east. The winds shifted out of the east, and 
there were 4-5ft white caps. They picked up a triple, all were cohos. The winds shifted out of the south for about 
an hour and the lake calmed down. They decided to head out to deeper water and set-up in 160ft and trolled 
south west; good choice. As soon as the lines were set it was a Chinese fire drill and they finished the day with the 
2 man limit. The day  finished with 2 kings, and 8 cohos. They even had a little friend that stayed with them for 
most of the day, it was a bird called a palm warbler. It must have wanted to take a rest from migrating from the 
south. Mike was always told a bird on a boat is good luck and that day  it was. Fish were caught on a mix of 
everything, planer boards, lead core line with Kevorkian spoons, a green dolphin on the other board, down riggers 
set between 30 and 60ft with Bradʼs gold and silver thin fish, an orange dodger with a green fly, an orange dodger 
with a coho killer fly,  a green dodger with green fly, and a SWR with a white dodger and a silver fly. If you don't 
know what a SWR is, its called a “secret weapon rig”. You use one color of lead core which is 10 yards then you 
tie a 30 inch leader to it and whatever lure you are going to use and set it on your deepest down rigger.   The 
reason for this is that the lead core will make your lure run about 2-3 feet below your ball and you can tip the 
bottom with your lure without dragging your ball. Thank you for the story and rigging tip, Mike!
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